Second Requests are among the most demanding and resource-intensive of all eDiscovery engagements. Because transaction timing is critical, the partner you select must be experienced, efficient, flexible, and reliable. ID’s deep bench of expert consultants, coupled with cutting edge technology and proven document review capabilities, provides clients with a world-class 2R experience that results in timely compliance while avoiding agency challenges.

Innovative Driven knows how much is at stake with every Second Request, and we have the experience to seamlessly integrate each step of the discovery process with efficiency and defensibility. You don’t have time to waste using a myriad of vendors, and by keeping everything in house with ID, you’re provided with constant transparency, rolling data review, and consistent monitoring and management of your matter. We will prioritize your project by using industry-leading technology and our experienced team to collect, process, and review your data as quickly as possible.

ID can handle your Second Request start to finish, providing the ease of having a single point of contact, while ensuring an efficient and organic process. Our creative and expert use of analytics prioritizes highly responsive documents, further speeding up the process and aiding in the success of your matter. We have extensive experience working with government agencies and incorporate our knowledge of their processes into our support of every Second Request on which we consult.

We bring the following to every Second Request:

- Review analytics – our experts provide support for all parts of your TAR workflow, including workflow development, disclosures, negotiations, adapting and troubleshooting issues, and defense of process.
- ID’s structured data experts can support responses to data and database specifications, acting as a hub for identifying and collecting complex data, by coordinating with counsel, economists, and company data stakeholders.
- Our tightly integrated services and automated workflows. When time is of the essence, we don’t waste time passing the baton to disparate companies. Our internal departments work closely with each other so the process is seamless.
- Our holistic approach with a complete workflow.
- Deep experience with leading hosting and review tools, ensuring the data reviewed and produced is secure and relevant.
- Scalability – We can handle massive data sets and staff your project appropriately.
- Quality assurance – There is no time for mistakes, and we don’t intend to make them. We have the experience and workflows in place to ensure that you receive the utmost customer service.
- Peace of mind – We work hard to earn your trust and instill confidence so that you can pass the reigns and trust that we will get the job done right, while you focus on what matters to you most.
Second Requests are another opportunity to leverage the experience and acumen of our world-class consulting team.

Consulting services can recommend and implement strategies to support all parts of Second Request compliance, based on our deep experience with the Second Request process, working with government agencies, data privacy, TAR, and structured data. Our Chambers-ranked team of experts include formerly practicing antitrust attorneys and eDiscovery experts who are nationally recognized and leaders of industry organizations and educational think tanks. We can do the following:

- **Recommend** strategies to ensure thorough & efficient preservation and collection for U.S. and international data sources

- **Conduct** custodian interview

- **Work alongside** IT and Records Management groups to catalog data structures and characteristics, create or revise data maps, narrow document review sets, and estimate burdens of production

- **Support** attorney negotiations relating to modifications, data sources, and technological aspects of compliance (including TAR/CAL) review sets, and estimate burdens of production

- **Develop** document search strategies, including keyword identification and/or use of data analytics

- **Create and manage** workflows for HSR 4(c)/(d) and Second Request document reviews in a manner that reflects the timing and needs of the deal

- **Identify, negotiate, and produce** structured data